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Presentation Notes
Introduction:

Thought leadership piece, follows retail 2020

Looking beyond short term identifying and confirming the change factors in our markets



REMEMBER THE DAYS OF CUBICLES, 
CELLULAR OFFICES, AND BEING ABLE TO 
SMOKE AT THE DESK?

THE WORKSPACE HAS CHANGED 
DRAMATICALLY OVER THE LAST 
DECADE – WHAT WILL IMPACT THE 
OFFICE SECTOR IN 2020?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Get audience thinking about change. Last 10 years:

Blackberry
Mobile Phone
Shortening lease lengths
Hot desking
Sovereign wealth funds
Sustainability

All had massive change – ask the audience show of hands – do you think change in the next 10 years will be greater, the same, or less than over the previous 10?

Predicting the future is difficult but worse thing to do is not bother because of that



The Questions
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01 Which drivers will be the true 
enablers for sustainable real estate?

02 What will be more important and 
why: office location or office quality?

Where will be the greatest change in 
location and why? What are the 
implications?

03

How might the cost and availability 
of development funding and finance 
change and what are the implications 
for office real estate?

04

05 How will new workplace technology impact 
on building specification and fit-outs?

06 What are the key factors that will enable 
fundamental change in the workplace 
and what will the office be "for"?

07 How will building life-cycles change and 
what does this mean for sustainable 
refurbishment and asset management?

83%

70%

73%

67%

67%

63%

63%

08 How and why will office tenure and the 
"landlord/tenant relationship" change? 60%

09 Given the challenges faced by real estate, will 
the industry be able to change? What talents 
and cultures will be required?

10 How does a strategic "SWOT" analysis look 
for the industry over the next 10 years and 
what are the key success factors?

How and why will office tenure and the 
"landlord/tenant relationship" change? 60%08

How will new workplace technology impact 
on building specification and fit-outs? 67%05

How will building life-cycles change and 
what does this mean for sustainable 
refurbishment and asset management?

63%07

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Took a question based approach to ensure relevance. Corroborated at MIPIM.
Can’t cover everything so just pick 3…

(you may wish to note the importance of sustainability – what would % be 10 years ago)



Key Messages

The sombre economic context will 
colour the next 10 years
- Expect cost control, prudent Return on 

Investment analysis and risk assessment

Offices are not dead. This is a myth
- Offices will become more important as a place 

to collaborate and as an investment class

Occupiers will become more powerful
- More strategic, better informed, driven by cost and 

controlling more of the pipeline

Technology will enable change
- But not to the extent some think

4

“Middle of the road” product will lose 
out
- Especially in core locations. Polarisation will increase

‘Green’ is the game changer
- It will become more intensive 

…Obsolescence will 
become the major issue
- And the industry will be forced to adapt quickly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some overall themes

Emphasize that many are already known to the room. What will change is the order of importance and magnitude.



Focus: Workplace and Specification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Offices are not dead!

A lot of work on the workplace has been:
Too focused on IT and communications and ignores electricity
Assumes it’s all perfect from day one
Sometimes sensationalist (we’ll all work from home)
Lacks people perspective (some don’t want to work mobiley – they want their own desk)
Lacks a business sector (media vs legal) and segment (HR vs sales team) overlay
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However, there are fundamental drivers for change
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Continued cost consciousness: rethinking of workplace an 
obligatory first step

A dearth of quality market solutions: improve the existing 
portfolio through the creation of agile environments

Ubiquitous technological solutions: enable improvements 
to the flexibility and productivity of the workplace

A shrinking talent pool: will make greater and louder 
demands

The workplace as a response to a growing pressure to act 
sustainably and responsibly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cynics would say “heard it all before about workplace tech” but there are change factors at work driven by the demand side

-CRE teams being asked to cut again
A dearth of quality – a 20% vacancy rate overall doesn’t always mean a good choice of contiguous quality office space
Tech is here and ready to be utilised
Shrinking talent pool creates a louder voice
Branding and strategy increasingly important and workplace crucial tool for this



Focus: Workplace and Specification
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The Five Game Changers

Electricity: 12V technology rather than 240V 
- Could eliminate raised floors and could bring many older buildings back into play01
Green Technology
- Photovoltaic rooftop generation, high efficiency heating, 

cooling, water usage, waste energy recovery
02

Cloud Computing
- Can empty offices of almost everything apart from people. 

It also engenders flexibility and fluidity in location 
03

Collaborative Technology
- The ratio could shift to 70% social and 30% individual04
Mobile technologies
- Enable core offices to be used more for collaboration05

Technology is as much about flexible REAL ESTATE as it is about flexible workers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
5 key game changers of tech identified

Electricity – don’t need 240v for most things (laptop) can get away with less and longer battery life could reduce the need for cabling and being near plugs. On top of that warless power exists although in truth unlikely to be widely adopted. It does mean you can charge batteries fro radio waves etc. This all could make workplace far more mobile and freed from the plug
Green – part of sustainability agenda expect far more tech pushing up base build costs
Cloud – means no IT team, no It plant, less cooling and fire extinguishing requirement and more mobile working within offices. BUT for the market it also removes a huge fixed cost enabling more fluidity in ,location and easier start ups in new markets – can scale up and scale down
Collaboration – shift from 50/50 desk/group to 70 group 30 desk driving up desk utilization rates. Collaboration can be hi-tech (video conferencing) and low tech (break out)
Mobile working – engenders a mobile mindset and means you are more likely to adapt to hot desking. Plug and play also means you can sit at any desk and the monitor will downlaod all your files and settings when it reads from your smart phone via near field comms
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Inhibitors, Enablers and Outcomes

Enablers
Cost control

Lack of built options

Cost recovery

Technological advance

New generations at work

Green legislation

Inhibitors
Management culture

Reliability and Usability

Upfront costs

Data protection

Segment (department) overlay

Sector overlay

Source: Jones Lang LaSalle

Increasing Im
portance

Increasing Im
portance

Outcomes
Some opportunities for older product

Higher energy requirements in specific 
areas of floorplates
Scale up, scale down: new markets

Longer ROI

Higher base build cost

Obsolescence of undesirable stock
More demands for flexible real estate
More flexibility to move: churn
Lower space requirement: 20%

Change will continue but inhibited by 

cultures and practicalities



Focus: 
Building Lifecycles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the biggee for the industry, but it’s not just based on legislation



The Obsolescence Issue…
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22% of UK commercial stock dates before 1960

53% dates from 1960-1999

In Germany 59% of stock dates from 1950s-90s

obsolescence is a runaway train

'natural' rate of replacement and 

refurbishment is 1-2% p.a.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
22% of UK commercial stock is pre-1960; 53% is 1960-1999
Industry is so focused on new build it forgets old stock
Average replacement rate is 1-2% per year
The future of building cycles will be very different from the past
New rules will be added



Focus: Building Lifecycles
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How old will an old office building be in 2020?

The key drivers are

01 Green Legislation

02 Work Practices

03 Technology

VA
LU

E

TIME

Sustainability 
Risk

Sustainable

Non-sustainable

Source: Jones Lang LaSalle 2011

‘95% of unlisted UK and continental European real estate fund managers believe there is a relationship between environmental performance 
and financial returns. However, the majority felt this relationship was difficult to quantify at the current time.’

Aviva Investors and the Environment Agency Pension Fund (2009)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three things working in tandem
Legislation – mega – see next slide. Can't predict what it will be, but can certainly say it will get more stringent
Work practices – occupiers demand space that engenders flexibility, open plan, column free in the right locations. Everything else is obsolete
Technology –can older buildings adapt to new tech? And the densification it will create?

UK Stat: 63% of uk stock is rated an EPC of E, F or G according to the government
Paradox: encourage new builds as they are hi-tech. But demolition is a waste = refurbs encouraged



Legislation
Green obligations are likely to shorten building lifecycles

2050
80% reduction in UK  CO 2

emissions

2010
Introduction of the CRC 

Energy Efficiency 
Scheme

2013
Implementation of EU 

Climate Change 

2050
Emissions from all 

buildings to be as near to 
zero as possible

2008
Climate 

Change Act

2010
Introduction of feed in 
tariffs (reviewed 2011)

2011
Renewable 

Heat Incentive

All new homes must comply
with Code for Sustainable

Homes Level 4

Anticipated smart meters 
mandate for all new 

buildings

2020
EU requires new buildings 
to be “nearly zero energy ”

(UK has 2019 “zero 
carbon” requirement for 
commercial buildings)

2020
34% reduction in UK CO 2

emissions

2020
15% of energy to come 

from renewable resources

2015
Water Framework Directive –

environmental objectives for river 

2013
Changes to Building 
Regulations Part L

2010
Flood and Water 
Management Act

Adaptation planning 
policy e.g. PPS 25, PPS 1 

supplement (Due to be 
updated)

2011 – National Planning
Climate Change Mitigation Climate Change Mitigation 

2010
Recast of EU Energy 

Performance of 
Buildings Directive

2010
Energy Act

2012

reviewed

2010
Changes to Building 
Regulations Part L

2011 – National Planning
Policy Framework  proposed.

Includes presumption in favour
of sustainable development.

2011
Energy Act 

2016 - Energy Act 
Requires private landlords to
accept reasonable requests 
for efficiency improvements

2018 - Energy Act 
Illegal to rent out residential or

business premises below minimum
energy efficiency rating (EPC ‘E’)

2013

(delayed)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No need to read out loud – just shows what we’re up against and it ain’t going to get easier



Sustainability is driving occupiers’ decisions
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Respondents who think sustainability is a critical business issue

Today 2007

70% 47%

Source: Jones Lang LaSalle 2011

CRE Executive Survey on sustainability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shaping decisions and preferences. May not – yet – shaping rental premiums but only a matter of time.

In Uk 4 millionsq ft of office space has been converted to other uses over last 10 years and another 2 million in planning pipeline. This is making a difference to our stock



Workplace Needs are Driving Change

Source: BCO Survey of 50 CRE stakeholders, 2011
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Decrease Same Increase

How do you think demand for different types of office space will change over the next decade?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And backed up by a BCO study – demand for office space will be increasingly sustainable and refurbished.  Business parks and old cellular offices out of the picture



How is the Netherlands shaping up?
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How much stock has been replaced in the big 5 markets? (Amsterdam, Eindhoven, Rotterdam, 
the Hague, Utrect)
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Inhibitors, Enablers and Outcomes

Enablers
Technology

Legislation

Climate change

Organisational change

Preference

Management levers

Restructures and in situ refurbs

Corporate Social Responsibility

Inhibitors
Capital Constraints
Management
Speed and unpredictability of change
Lack of expertise
Lack of evidence/data – ROI on 
sustainability investments.
Planning

Source: Jones Lang LaSalle

Increasing Im
portance

Increasing Im
portance

Outcomes
Prime will mean “sustainable”

More sustainable investment funds
Niche developers and contractors
More conversion to alternative uses
Increasing polarisation in occupier 
preference and value
More stock to become obsolete
Rapid devaluation of obsolete stock and 
stock holders

Change will be fundamental with 

behaviour, preference and legislation 

working together



Focus: 
Landlord & Tenant



Focus: Landlord & Tenant Relationship

• Relocation is destabilising and costly
- Companies will need to be increasingly certain of the office decisions they take

• Iconic buildings will increasingly be part of the brand
• The need to build and operate green buildings

- Boards can no longer ignore the need for green certificates and metrics

• Corporate change is coming so fast, that real estate has to be flexible
- Fixed assets are being perceived as an increasing strategic risk

• Real estate – particularly leases will have to be flexible
- This means shorter

• Property has risen up the corporate agenda and real estate executives are nearer to Board level
- The quality of staff in their team has risen as has their strategic reach

18

The importance of property is changing in the eyes of occupiers

Offices will be seen to have a stronger influence on recruitment, 
retention, performance and productivity



Landlord & Tenant Relationship
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More demands on the 
branding of the building

More off plan preletting

Green leases or at least MOUs

Longer leases to facilitate 
prelets of HQ buildings

Shorter leases to 
maintain flexibility in 
the rest of the portfolio

What can we expect?

An improved ability to inform developers
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Inhibitors, Enablers and Outcomes

Enablers
More strategic occupiers

And more shareholder pressure

Healthier balance sheets for many

Less appetite for risk

Lack of development finance

Lease accounting legislation

The green agenda

Inhibitors
Real estate culture
Business confidence

Source: Jones Lang LaSalle

Market Im
portance

Market Im
portance

Outcomes
Landlords get better at CRM
Occupier briefs become more detailed
More branded HQ space
Shorter leases across portfolio with longer 
leases for HQs
Polarisation in investment market value
Occupiers control more of the development 
pipeline

Occupiers will become far more 

powerful driven by strategy, 

legislation and finance 



Conclusions



Conclusions from Today
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Technology will change the way we work - but not 
as much as some people think01
Technology will mean we need less space and can 
be more flexible in its use02
Older stock to become obsolete faster – sustainability 
is the principal driver but not the only one03
Occupiers will become more powerful and control 
more of the development pipeline04



Thank you
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